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a b s t r a c t

The solid solution (Ce1�xLax)PtGa has been studied through X-ray diffraction, magnetization (s(B)),

magnetic susceptibility (w(T)), electrical resistivity (r(T)), magnetoresistivity (MR) and heat capacity

(CP(T)) measurements. The Néel temperature (TN¼3.3 K) for CePtGa is lowered upon La substitution as

observed from w(T) and r(T) measurements. The Kondo temperature TK as calculated from MR

measurements is comparable to TN and also decreases with La substitution. The volume dependence of

TK is in accordance with the compressible Kondo lattice model and a Doniach diagram of the results is

presented. CP(T) measurements are presented for CePtGa, Ce0.2La0.8PtGa and LaPtGa and the results are

discussed in terms of the electronic and magnetic properties. Other features of interest are anomalies in

r(T) and CP(T) due to crystalline electric field effects and metamagnetism as observed in s(B) studies for

samples with 0rxr 0.3.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The antiferromagnetic (AF) Kondo compound CePtGa has been
studied by several authors on polycrystalline [1–4] and single
crystal [4,5] samples. The compound has the orthorhombic TiNiSi-
type structure (space group Pnma). It orders at a Néel temperature
T�3.3 K [6,7]. Experimental studies include electrical resistivity
(r(T)) measurements at ambient [5–7] and hydrostatic pressure
[2], susceptibility (w(T)) studies [5,7], heat capacity (CP(T))
measurements [4], magnetoresistance (MR) studies [3,7] and
inelastic neutron scattering studies [3]. The latter measurements
suggest a Kondo temperature TK¼2.2 K for CePtGa. The closeness
of TK and TN makes the system ideal for studying the interplay
between the Kondo and RKKY interactions, and from the results of
w(T), r(T) and MR measurements on CePtGa, Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga and
CePt(Ga1�zAlz) solid solutions we have presented a Doniach
diagram of the volume dependence of TK and TN [6,7]. The possible
existence in the Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga solid solution of a quantum
critical point (QCP) near y¼0.38 has been reported previously [7].
In this work the stability of the Kondo effect with respect to La
dilution on the f-electron site in CePtGa is investigated through
magnetization s(B), w(T), r(T), MR and CP(T) measurements. The
compound LaPtGa also forms in the orthorhombic TiNiSi-type
structure [8] thus enabling a study of the complete range of solid
ll rights reserved.
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solutions (Ce1�xLax)PtGa (0rxr1). The present results for the
solid solutions (Ce1�xLax)PtGa are interrelated with those
obtained previously for Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga [7].
2. Experimental details

Polycrystalline samples of (Ce1�xLax)PtGa were prepared by
arc-melting on a water-cooled copper hearth stoichiometric
amounts of the constituent elements but augmenting the starting
composition by the addition of 2% Ga to compensate for the
possible loss of this low-melting temperature element as
described in [7]. Each sample was arc-melted three times with
intermittent overturning of the ingot in a titanium gettered ultra-
pure argon gas atmosphere. The purities in wt% of the materials
used were Ce: 99.98, La: 99.99, Pt: 99.97 and Ga: 99.9999. The
weight-loss after melting ranged from 0.2–0.5% of the total
sample mass and deviation of Ga content from stoichiometry is
estimated as within 71.5% based on the assumption that all of
the weight loss is due to Ga evaporation.

Room-temperature powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses of
the specimens were made in order to establish their crystal
structure, confirm their single-phase character and determine
their lattice parameters. No evidence of any parasitic phases was
observed within the accuracy of our diffractograms. WinPLOTR
beta version by Laboratoire Leon Brillouin (CEA-CNRS) were used
to resolve Bragg reflections of powder diffraction data for
101o2yo851; l(CuKa¼1.54056 Å). Miller indexing of Bragg
reflections were done for the orthorhombic system using the
REFLEX software with reflection conditions 0kl: k+ l¼2n; 0k0:

www.elsevier.com/locate/jpcs
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k¼2n; 00l: l¼2n; hk0: h¼2n; and h00: h¼2n for the space group
Pnma. Lattice parameters were calculated from the program
UnitCell [9] for 32 well-resolved reflections refined for the
orthorhombic system by minimising the sum of squares of
residuals in 2y.

Measurements of r(T) were performed on all alloys using a
standard four-probe dc method between 300 and 4 K. For some
selected samples r(T) and MR measurements were performed
down to 2 K using a 9 T magnet of the physical property
measurement system (PPMS) supplied by Quantum Design.
Samples for r(T) studies were bar shaped and of typical
dimensions 6�1�1 mm3.

Magnetization and susceptibility measurements were ob-
tained using the vibrating sample magnetometer option of the
PPMS with sample temperatures varied and controlled in the
range 2–400 K. Dimensions of typical samples used in these
studies were 3�1�1 mm3 and the magnetic field B was applied
along the long axis of the bar. It is noted that we use B for m0H

throughout this paper for the sake of simplicity. Heat capacity
measurements were performed with the PPMS on some selected
samples using a relaxation technique.
Fig. 1. The orthorhombic lattice parameters a, b and c and the unit cell volume V

as a function of La concentration x in the solid solution (Ce1�xLax)PtGa.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-ray diffraction analysis

The room-temperature orthorhombic lattice parameters a, b

and c and unit-cell volume V of the compositions 0rxr1 of the
solid solutions (Ce1�xLax)PtGa are given in Table 1 and its
concentration dependence is illustrated in Fig. 1. Our room-
temperature lattice parameters are consistent with the values
a¼0.7157(2), b¼0.4487(1) and c¼0.7768(2) nm reported for
CePtGa and a¼0.7263(2), b¼0.4522(1) and c¼0.7808(2) nm
reported for LaPtGa in an earlier study [8].

The dashed lines in Fig. 1 represents least-squares (LSQ) fits to
the data and illustrate that Vegard’s rule is followed within the
error bars of most of the data points over the complete range of x

for this system. The notable exception is for the x¼0.6 sample
where the data and associated error bars falls just outside the LSQ
line for the a and b axes. It is nevertheless noted that the linear
LSQ fit for the unit cell volume V(x) conforms very well with
Vegard’s rule for all values of x. This V(x) result is used in Section
3.6 to discuss the volume dependence of TN and TK for the
(Ce1�xLax)PtGa system.

3.2. Zero-field resistivity measurements

Results of r(T) measured on selected (Ce1�xLax)PtGa samples
down to 4 or 2 K and for the parent compound down to 300 mK
are depicted in Fig. 2. Values of r(T) initially decrease for all
samples with a decrease in temperature and go through a
minimum round about 25 K for Ce containing samples. With
further reduction in temperature, r(T) increases for these samples
Table 1
The orthorhombic lattice parameters a, b and c and the unit-cell volume V of the

solid solutions (Ce1�xLax)PtGa. The figures in parentheses are standard deviations.

x a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) V (nm3)

0.0 0.7162(2) 0.4488(1) 0.7759(2) 0.2494(1)

0.2 0.7183(2) 0.4493(2) 0.7765(3) 0.2506(1)

0.4 0.7198(2) 0.4500(1) 0.7782(2) 0.2521(1)

0.6 0.7215(2) 0.4511(2) 0.7789(2) 0.2535(1)

0.8 0.7242(2) 0.4515(1) 0.7803(2) 0.2552(1)

1.0 0.7266(3) 0.4523(2) 0.7812(2) 0.2567(1)

Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the resistivity r(T) of (Ce1�xLax)PtGa

samples. The solid line in the inset shows a fit of a spin-wave expression (1) for

r(T) to the low-temperature data for CePtGa.
and for the x¼0, 0.3 and 0.6 samples shows a small peak at low
temperatures (also see Fig. 3 for more detail). As follows in
Section 3.3 from the w(T) results, the peaks of r(T) for the x¼0.0



Fig. 3. The Kondo resistivity found by correcting for the phonon resistivity as

rmag(T)¼rx(T)�[rx¼1(T)�rx¼1(0)]. A temperature dependence of (� ln T) is

observed in two temperature regions.

Table 2

AL, CL
K (in the lower CF level) and AH, CH

K (in the higher CF level) values extracted

from LSQ fits of Eq. (2) as shown by solid lines in Fig. 3 in the two temperature

regimes.

x AL (10�8O m) CL
K (10�8O m) AH (10�8O m) CH

K (10�8O m)

0.0 306.4(2) 29.9(1) 685.4(4) 98.71(7)

0.3 187.1(1) 20.41(6) 468.5(4) 61.63(7)

0.4 179.3(2) 18.89(8) 431(1) 57.6(2)

0.6 153.6(1) 12.25(6) 381.0(5) 54.98(9)

0.8 87.56(9) 5.35(3) 165.1(3) 18.17(6)

Fig. 4. (a) Isotherm magnetization results taken at 2 K for samples with 0rxr
0.8. (b) Curves of ds/dB in which the maxima indicate the fields where

metamagnetic transitions take place.
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and 0.3 samples indicate antiferromagnetic ordering. Since the
w(T) results do not show a peak for the x¼0.6 sample, the low-
temperature peak in r(T) for this sample (see also Fig. 3) should
be of Kondo origin. The r(T) results at low temperatures for the
parent compound are shown in the inset to Fig. 2. For antiferro-
magnets r(T) may be taken as [10]

rðTÞ ¼ rð0ÞþbD2

ffiffiffiffi
T

D

r
expð�D=TÞ 1þ

2

3

T

D

� �
þ

2

15

T

D

� �2
" #

ð1Þ

where r(0) is the temperature-independent residual resistivity, b

is a constant that characterizes the particular AF material and D is
the gap in the spin-wave spectrum as described by a dispersion
relation ek ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2
þDk2

p
with D the spin-wave stiffness. A LSQ fit of

Eq. (1) against the experimental data at low temperatures is
presented as a solid line in the inset and yields fit parameters
r(0)¼176(3)�10�8 O m, b¼20(2)�10�8 O m K�2 and
D¼0.6(1) K.

In Fig. 3 the Kondo resistivity rmag(T) of the parent compound
and of the x¼0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 samples as obtained by
subtracting the phonon contribution is given: rmag(T)¼
rx(T)�[rx¼1(T)�rx¼1(0)]. All Ce containing samples exhibit a
(� ln T) dependence of rmag(T) in two different temperature
regimes. This is reminiscent of the behaviour of this quantity for
several Ce systems, e.g. Ce2T2In (T¼Cu, Au or Pd) [11], Ce2Rh3Ge5,
Ce2Ir3Ge5 [12] and Ce2Ni2Ge5 [13]. The origin of this behaviour is
due to the combined effect of Kondo and crystal–electric-field
interactions as treated by Cornut and Coqblin [14]. LSQ fits of

rmagðTÞ ¼ A�CK lnT ð2Þ
to the experimental data as indicated in Fig. 3 yield values in
lower and higher crystal field (CF) levels as tabulated in Table 2.

3.3. Magnetization and susceptibility

Results of magnetization s(B) measurements for the (Ce1�xLax)
PtGa system with 0rxr0.8, are depicted in Fig. 4a for the 2 K
isotherms. Metamagnetic behaviour is observed for samples with
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0rxr0.3 at critical fields ranging from 3.7 T for x¼0 to 1.4 T for
x¼0.3 as indicated by the peak values in dsXdB shown in Fig. 4b.
For isotherms above 2 K (not shown) the curvature progressively
decreases with increase in temperature and the curves become
completely linear for the 10 K isotherms of all samples. We did
not pursue the possible temperature dependence of the critical
fields in view of the limited temperature region in the AF state for
which measurements could be taken.

w(T) results taken in B¼0.1 T, which are for all samples and at
all temperatures in the linear region of the s(B) curves, are shown
in Fig. 5. The maxima that appear for samples with 0rxr0.3
indicate AF ordering and are used to obtain the TN values given in
Table 3 and discussed in Section 3.6.

Plots of the inverse susceptibility w�1(T) are depicted in
Fig. 6. The various data sets exhibit Curié–Weiss behaviour
Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of the susceptibility w(T) of the (Ce1�xLax)PtGa

samples in a 0.1 T field.

Table 3

The Weiss constant yP and effective magnetic moment meff as obtained from LSQ

fits of the Curie–Weiss relation to the w�1(T) data of Fig. 6. Error assignments are

indicated by either the numbers given in brackets in the columns for �yP and meff

or in the columns for D(�yP) and D(meff), as described in the text. TN values as

obtained from the maxima in w(T) shown in Fig. 5 are also given.

x �yP (K) meff (mB/Ce) D(�yP) (K) D(meff) (mB/Ce) TN (K)

0.0 58.4(1) 2.508(2) 1.1 0.004 3.25

0.1 63.6(1) 2.427(3) 1.3 0.004 3.15

0.2 55.5(1) 2.488(2) 0.8 0.003 2.50

0.3 55.4(1) 2.445(2) 0.4 0.001 2.35

0.4 65.7(1) 2.562(3) 1.4 0.005 –

0.5 53.6(1) 2.516(4) 0.8 0.003 –

0.6 88.2(2) 2.786(7) 6.2 0.021 –

0.8 59.8(2) 2.511(8) 1.8 0.006 –

Fig. 6. Inverse magnetic susceptibility w�1(T) vs temperature for the (Ce1�xLax)

PtGa system illustrating Curie–Weiss behaviour (solid lines). The inset gives the

concentration dependence of �yP, where yP is the Weiss constant.
w�1(T)¼(T�yP)/C over most of the temperature range. Here
C¼NAmeff

2 /3 kB (NA is Avogadro’s number and kB is Boltzmann’s
constant) for CePtGa, but assuming that the paramagnetic
susceptibility behaves as a single-ion property, a scaling of the
observed DT/Dw�1

¼C with a factor of (1�x)�1 needs to be made
for the La containing samples in order to calculate meff. LSQ fits of
the Curié–Weiss relation to the experimental data in the
temperature range 400�150 K are shown as solid lines in Fig. 6.
These yield values of �yP and by employing the abovementioned
scaling also of meff. Values of �yP and of meff for the different solid
solutions of (Ce1�xLax)PtGa are listed in Table 3 and the �yP

values are depicted in the inset to Fig. 6. It is noted that the errors
quoted in brackets in the listing of �yP and meff values are
obtained from the LSQ linear fits through the data points for the
chosen temperature range 400�150 K. These errors are typical of
the order of 0.1% for meff and 0.15% for �yP which is small. Using
however LSQ analyses for a different temperature range
400�100 K decreased both �yP and meff, while using a range
400�200 K increased both these parameters from the values
calculated for the 400�150 K range. Defining the difference in
parameter values obtained for these two new ranges of fit as
2D(�yP) and 2D(meff) one associates the effect of varying the
range of fit with an arbitrary amount 7D(�yP) and 7D(meff).
Values of these error assignments are given in Table 3 and are for
�yP an order of magnitude larger than the errors found directly
through the LSQ fit procedure. These D(�yP) values are used in
the inset of �yP values in Fig. 6 and could be regarded as an upper
limit of the errors associated with our results. The observed meff

values may be compared with the free Ce3 + ion value of 2.54 mB

and are in fair agreement with this for all compositions except for
the x¼0.6 sample which show a distinctly larger value. This
composition yield �yP¼88.276.2 which again is larger than the
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�yP values observed for the other samples. These values are
scattered around 60 K without showing any distinct pattern with
x. It is also noted that larger errors in �yP and meff are associated
with the x¼0.6 sample reflecting a poorer fit to the Curié–Weiss
relation for this sample compared to the results for the other
(Ce1�xLax)PtGa solid solutions.

3.4. Magnetoresistivity

Magnetoresistance isotherms for the x¼0, 0.3 and 0.6 samples
are used in this section to extract their Kondo temperatures. A
typical example of the results is shown in Fig. 7 for Ce0.7La0.3PtGa.
The negative magnetoresistance is typical of a Kondo system and
can be described by the Bethe Ansatz calculations of the Coqblin–
Schrieffer model as formulated by Schlottmann [15]

rðBÞ
rð0Þ ¼

1

2jþ1
sin2 pnf

2jþ1

� �X2j

‘ ¼ 0

sin�2
ðpn‘Þ

" #�1

ð3Þ

Inelastic neutron scattering experiments on CePtGa show two
well-defined crystal field levels at 209 and 413 K which are well
separated from the ground state doublet and therefore these
samples may be considered as a j¼1/2 Ce impurity system at low
temperatures. LSQ fits for the j¼1/2 case of Eq. (3) to the
experimental data are given as solid lines in Fig. 7. It is noted that
Eq. (3) gives an excellent fit to the data for all fields up to 9 T for
isotherms at 7 K and higher temperatures. However, for the lower
temperature isotherms the data at high fields deviate from Eq. (3)
Fig. 7. The magnetic field dependence of electrical resistivity at a number of

sample temperatures for the sample (Ce0.7La0.3)PtGa. The solid curves in the main

figure are LSQ fits of the Bethe Ansatz theory of magnetoresistance (Eq. (3)) to the

experimental data. The inset shows the temperature variation of the characteristic

field Bn(T), and the line is a LSQ fit of Eq. (4) to the Bn values. Also shown as a single

data curve for the x¼0, 0.3 and 0.6 samples is the universal scaling of r(T,B)/r(T,0)

vs B/Bn.
and the fits are performed for these temperatures within a
reduced field region as indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 7. The
exact solutions for j¼1/2 in the Schlottmann analysis indicate
that the MR is determined by a single parameter Bn. A linear
temperature dependence of Bn was proposed by Batlogg et al. [16]
and found to be an appropriate description in MR studies of many
Kondo systems for Ce or U diluted and for some stoichiometric
compounds (see for instance [3,17]). Results of detailed measure-
ments as shown in the inset to Fig. 7 indicate a deviation
from linearity for the present system for which Bn(T) is rather
described by

B�ðTÞ ¼ B�ð0Þþc1Tþc2T2 ð4Þ

LSQ fits of Eq. (4) to the Bn(T) values for respectively the
samples with x¼0, 0.3 and 0.6 enable evaluation of the magnetic

moment of the Kondo ion mK from Lt
T-0

dB�

dT

� �
¼ c1 ¼

kB
gmK

and of TK

from B�ð0Þ ¼ kBTK
gmK

as found from extrapolation using Eq. (4). Values

of TK and mK are given in Table 4. Also shown in Fig. 7 is the
excellent universal scaling obtained for r(T,B)/r(T,0) against B/Bn

for the x¼0, 0.3 and 0.6 samples. The values obtained for mK are
appreciably less than the meff values in Table 3 deduced from the
paramagnetic w(T). The variation of TK with x is discussed in
Section 3.6.
3.5. Heat capacity

Measurements of the heat capacity CP of CePtGa, (Ce0.2La0.8)PtGa
and LaPtGa are depicted in Fig. 8 in the CP/T vs T2 presentation and
fitted to the conventional equation for the heat capacity CP of a
metal at low temperatures

CP=T ¼ g0þbT2 ð5Þ

with g0 and b referring, respectively, to the electronic and phonon
contributions. For the reference compound LaPtGa, the data
conform to Eq. (5) down to low temperatures, with a small value
of the electronic contribution to CP as is to be expected, g0¼3.5 mJ
mol�1 K�2. Values of g0 and b as obtained from LSQ fits of Eq. (5) to
the experimental data are given in Table 5. It is observed that the g0

values of the Ce containing samples are appreciably enhanced
compared to that of the reference compound. Also given in Table 5
are values of the Debye temperature yD for the different samples
obtained from the relation yD ¼ ð12p4nR=5bÞ1=3 where R is the gas
constant and n is the number of atoms in a formula unit.

As seen in the inset to Fig. 8, a peak in CP/T occurs for CePtGa in
the AF region at a temperature of 2.6 K which is somewhat below
TN. Assuming that the phonon contribution Cph

P to the heat
capacity of LaPtGa is a good approximation of Cph

P in CePtGa, the
non-lattice contribution was extracted in order to give
Cmag

P ðx¼ 0Þ ¼ CPðx¼ 0Þ�CPðx¼ 1Þ, where the last term in the
expression also include the small contribution Cel

P ¼ g0T of LaPtGa.
The Cmag

P ðTÞ of CePtGa as obtained by the subtraction is used to
calculate the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy
Smag by integrating Cmag

P =T . Both Cmag
P ðTÞ and Smag(T) are plotted in
Table 4
Values of Kondo temperature TK and the magnetic moment of the Kondo ion mK as

obtained from fits of Eqs. (3) and (4) to the magnetoresistance data of the

(Ce1�xLax)PtGa samples.

x TK (K) mK (mB)

0.0 2.4(3) 0.159(6)

0.3 1.6(1) 0.192(6)

0.6 1.0(1) 0.091(3)



Table 5

Values of g0 and b obtained from fits of Eq. (5) in Fig. 8, as well as the Debye

temperature yD.

Alloy g0 (mJ mol�1 K�2) b (mJ mol�1 K�4) yD (K)

CePtGa 74(1) 0.704(4) 202(1)

(Ce0.2La0.8)PtGa 10(2) 0.83(1) 192(2)

LaPtGa 3.5(2) 0.90(1) 186(1)

Fig. 9. Plot of Cmag
P ðTÞ¼CP(x¼0)�CP(x¼1) and Smag(T) obtained by integrating

Cmag
P =T. The quantity Smag(TK/TN) as obtained from Eq. (6) is indicated by a dashed

line. The dotted lines show correspondence to Smag(TN¼3.6 K)¼Smag(TK/3.6 K).

Fig. 10. The experimental Cmag
P ðTÞ data (open circles) is compared with the

Schottky contribution CSch
P to the specific heat in accordance to Eq. (7). Also shown

is the entropy Smag(T) of CePtGa.

Fig. 8. CP/T dependence on T2 of x¼0.0, 0.8 and 1.0 samples of the solid solution

(Ce1�xLax)PtGa. The inset shows the low-temperature CP/T dependence on T for

CePtGa.
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Fig. 9. The change in curvature of Smag(T) indicated by an arrow is
associated with the onset of AF ordering at TSðmagÞ

N ¼3.6 K which is
slightly higher than Tw

N¼3.3 K obtained by w(T) measurements.
The magnetic entropy of a Kondo lattice has the form [18]

SðTK=TNÞ ¼ R ln½1þexpð�TK=TNÞ�

þRðTK=TNÞexpð�TK=TNÞ=½1þexpð�TK=TNÞ� ð6Þ

and this relationship is plotted by a dashed line in Fig. 9. The
dotted lines in the figure correspond to S(TN¼3.6 K)¼S(TK/3.6 K)
which yields TK¼3.1 K for CePtGa. This may be compared to the
value TMR

K ¼2.4(3) K observed in our MR measurements. These
Kondo temperature values which are in fair agreement with one
another correspond to the ground state crystal field level in
CePtGa. The Kondo energy scale in the higher crystal field level
may be calculated from the relation TH

K ¼ TL
KD1D2

� �1=3
[19]. Using

the two crystal field splittings at 209 and 413 K in CePtGa that has
been determined by an inelastic neutron scattering study [3] gives
TH

K ¼59 for TL
K ¼ TMR

K ¼2.4 K. This TH
K value is close to the higher

temperature peak observed in rmag(T) of CePtGa at TH
max¼67.8 K

(see Fig. 3).
Fig. 10 shows the Cmag

P ðTÞ data for CePtGa and the correspond-
ing Smag(T) curve for temperatures up to 200 K. The Cmag

P ðTÞ data
suggest the existence of a crystal-field excitation with a Schottky-
type anomaly at 125 K. The J¼5/2 multiplet of Ce3 + which
occupies a site of monoclinic point symmetry in CePtGa is split
into three Kramers doublets. The Schottky contribution to the
heat capacity for such a three-level system may be expressed as

CSch
P ¼ R

D1

T

� �2
ðg0=g1ÞexpðD1=TÞ

ð1þðg0=g1ÞexpðD1=TÞÞ2
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þR
D2

T

� �2
ðg1=g2ÞexpðD2=TÞ

ð1þðg1=g2ÞexpðD2=TÞÞ2
ð7Þ

where g0, g1 and g2 are the degeneracies of the three levels and R

is the universal gas constant [20]. The dashed curve in Fig. 10
shows the fit to Eq. (7) that gives D1¼206 and D2¼415 K values
with g0¼g1¼g2¼2. This result corroborates the inelastic neutron
scattering study that indicates that the excitations are between
the ground state doublet and the two excited CEF doublets at
D1¼18 (209 K) and D2¼35.6 meV (413 K) [3]. As observed in
Fig. 10, Smag at TN¼3.6 K is about 66% of R ln 2, the value expected
for a complete removal of the two-fold degeneracy of a CEF
ground-state doublet. This reduced entropy value might be due to
the substantial Kondo-derived reduction of the Ce moments and/
or a presence of short-range correlations above TN [21].

3.6. Volume dependence of TN and TK

A Doniach diagram is presented in Fig. 11 depicting the volume
dependences of TN and TK as deduced from the present study of
the solid solutions (Ce1�xLax)PtGa and from previous work on the
Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga system [7]. The results of lattice parameter
measurements (see Fig. 1) were used to determine the
(Vx¼0�V)/Vx¼0 values for the different samples. TN(x) values
derived from w(T) measurements in Fig. 5 are compared with TN(y)
values from the earlier study. The dashed curve in Fig. 11 is a
Fig. 11. A Doniach diagram for the (Ce1�xLax)PtGa and Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga [7]

systems. The Néel temperatures Tw
N obtained from w(T) measurements (Fig. 5)

and the Kondo temperatures TMR
K calculated from MR measurements (Fig. 7) are

plotted against (Vx¼0�V)/Vx¼0 of the alloy systems. The solid curve is a LSQ fit of

Eq. (8) to the TMR
K data points.
guide to the eye illustrating a maximum in the TN values near x¼0
and the expected vanishing of AF order near a concentration of
y� 0.38. Quantum critical behaviour may be expected in this
concentration region and measurements at lower temperatures
are called for to investigate such a possibility. The TK values for
the y¼0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 alloys of the Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga system
depicted in Fig. 11 are obtained from a reanalysis of previous MR
data [7] along the lines as described in Section 3.4 of the present
paper. In particular in the new analysis the lower temperature
isotherms are fitted in a reduced field region. The resulting Bn(T)
values from this analysis also deviate from linearity at low
temperatures and are described by Eq. (4). Values of TK from the
present calculation are somewhat higher than previously found
using a linear Bn(T) dependence.

The volume dependence of the TK results depicted in Fig. 11
can be described by the compressible Kondo lattice (CKL) model
[22]. This model gives the volume dependence of 9JN(EF)9 as
9JN(EF)9¼9JN(EF)90exp[�q(V�V0)/V0], where 9JN(EF)90 indicates
the value of the quantity at an initial volume V0. Furthermore,
q refers to the Grüneisen parameter of 9JN(EF)9 (i.e. q¼

�q ln9JN(EF)9/q ln V) and it is considered to vary between 6 and
8 [22,23]. Since TKpexp(�1/9JN(EF)9) the volume dependence of
TK may be described by

TKðVÞ ¼ TKðVx ¼ 0Þexp
qðVx ¼ 0�VÞ

JNðEFÞ
�� ��

x ¼ 0
Vx ¼ 0

" #
ð8Þ

as a function of the concentration dependent volume V [23,24].
The LSQ fit to Eq. (8) of the TK(x) and TK(y) values which are in
the magnetic regime (shown by the solid line in Fig. 11) yield
q/9JN(EF)9x¼0¼41(5) which corresponds to 9JN(EF)9x¼0¼0.15(2)
with q¼6. As seen in Fig. 11, the TK value at y¼0.5 which is in the
non-magnetic region deviates appreciably from the theoretical fit.
This suggests that the volume dependence of TK is different in
magnetic and non-magnetic regions of our solid solution. This
behaviour is furthermore illustrated in Fig. 12 which is used to
calculate the Grüneisen parameter of TK, OK¼�q(ln TK)/q(ln V).
The linear fit of ln TK vs ln V in the antiferromagnetic region for
the compositions 0ryr 0.3 and 0rxr 0.6 yields OK¼47(3). In
the non-magnetic region the variation of TK with volume is much
larger leading to a value of OK � 180 calculated using the dashed
Fig. 12. The dependence of the Grüneisen parameter of TK for the solid solutions

(Ce1�xLax)PtGa and Ce(Pt1�yNiy)Ga [7]. The solid line shows the LSQ linear fit in

the antiferromagnetic regime and the dashed line shows the deviation at the

transition to the non-magnetic regime.
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line estimate in Fig. 12. Theoretically for one of the scenarios for
the antiferromagnetic QCP it is expected that TK will vanish at the
QCP [25,26]. It has furthermore been indicated that the OK

behaviour might be different in antiferromagetic and non-
magnetic regions adjacent to the QCP [26]. Clearly a study of
more compositions between y¼0.3 and 0.5 is needed to clarify
the behaviour of TK and OK and compare it with theoretical
expectations.

It has been observed for the (Ce1�xLax)Pt2Si2 [27] and
(Ce1�xLax)PtIn [28] solid solutions that the Kondo energy scale
does not only depend on a volume effect as given by the CKL model
but that dilution effects due to La substitution on Ce sites for Kondo
hole systems [29–32] give an additional change in the Kondo
energy scale. Significant deviation from the CKL model prediction
observed for the (Ce1�xLax)PtIn system [28] can be explained in
terms of the recent model by Burdin and Fulde which considers the
effects of randomness in Kondo hole systems [32]. It is however
seen in Fig. 11 that the CKL model gives a fair description of the
MR derived TK values of compositions of the solid solution
(Ce1�xLax)PtGa which are in the magnetic regime in contrast to
the above discussed TK behaviour of the (Ce1�xLax)Pt2Si2 and
(Ce1�xLax)PtIn systems that are in the non-magnetic regime.
4. Conclusion

A study of the solid solution (Ce1�xLax)PtGa reveals both its
antiferromagnetic and Kondo characteristics. The Kondo resistiv-
ity exhibits a (� ln T) dependence in two different temperature
regimes exhibiting Kondo behaviour in the crystal-field ground
and excited levels. Magnetoresistance measurements are used to
determine the Kondo temperature TK corresponding to the lower
crystal field ground state and fair agreement is observed with the
value of TK determined in the present study using heat capacity
measurements on the CePtGa compound. The values of crystal
field excitations determined using the Schottky-peak of the heat
capacity conform to the reported values from an inelastic neutron
scattering study. The temperature dependences of the Néel
temperature TN and the Kondo temperature TK for the solid
solution agree with the basic predictions of the Doniach diagram.
The Kondo energy scale follows the compressible Kondo model in
the antiferromagnetic regime. Metamagnetic behaviour is ob-
served for CePtGa and for the x¼0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 alloys but this
behaviour disappears for larger La concentrations.
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